Abstract. Ahlgren and Boylan recently proved the uniqueness of the Ramanujan congruences for the primes 5, 7, and 11 by using the modularity of a certain partition function. Here we use their result to find universal congruences, of a different type, which hold for the partition function modulo all primes ≥ 5.
Introduction and statement of results
Let p(n) denote the number of partitions of the positive integer n, that is, the number of representations of n as the sum of a sequence of non-increasing positive integers. For more on partitions see [And98] or [AO01] . For convenience, we let p(0) = 1, and p(α) = 0 if α < 0. Euler introduced the generating function The Ramanujan congruences are equivalent to the assertion that P (z) ≡ 0 (mod ) for ∈ {5, 7, 11}. For example, we have P 5 (z) = 5q + 30q 2 + 135q 3 + 490q 4 + 1575q 5 + · · · ≡ 0 (mod 5),
Ahlgren and Boylan [AB03] have proven Ramanujan's famous conjecture that congruences of the form p( n − β) ≡ 0 (mod ) exist only for primes 5, 7, and 11. Therefore, it is natural to ask whether some refinement of (1.3) continues to hold for all primes ≥ 5. Here we show that this is indeed the case.
To make this precise, let M k denote the space of weight k holomorphic modular forms on SL 2 (Z). For more on modular forms see [Kob93] . We shall denote a modular form f (z) ∈ M k by its Fourier expansion
For each prime we have the U ( )-operator defined by
Furthermore, for even k ≥ 4, let E k (z) ∈ M k denote the normalized Eisenstein series of weight k,
where the rational numbers B k are the Bernoulli numbers defined by
Our refinement of (1.3) is the following. 
Similarly, E 6 (z) ≡ 1 (mod 7) and E 10 (z) ≡ 1 (mod 11). While this does not yield the full Ramanujan congruences, it does show p( 2 n − δ ) ≡ 0 (mod ) for = 5, 7, 11.
Example. If m = 4 and = 13, then P
13 (z) = 11q + 3130q 2 + 149709q 3 + 3225214q
13 (z)|U (13) = 64580467571997q+166693095587328996218q 2 + · · · ≡ 0 (mod 13). 
for all positive integers N .
Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of a generic theorem for cusp forms on SL 2 (Z) with integer coefficients. Let S k denote the space of cusp forms of weight k, that is, the subspace of modular forms 
We prove all three of the above theorems in the next section. We then conclude with a discussion of an analogous function to P for the small primes = 2, 3 in the final section.
Proof of the theorems
We begin with some preliminary information about modular forms. Recall that for even k we know M k is a finite-dimensional C-vector space of dimension
For even k define the function δ(k) ∈ {0, 4, 6, 8, 10, 14} by the congruence
The above function δ(k) gives information about the zeroes of f (z) ∈ M k by the valence formula below.
where H denotes the upper half place and Γ = SL 2 (Z). The valence formula tells us, for example, that E −1 (z)/E δ( −1) (z) and E 8 (z)/E 4 (z) are holomorphic modular forms. In addition, we have some well-known facts about the Eisenstein series
for each k ∈ {0, 4, 6, 8, 10, 14}.
(2) E −1 (z) ≡ 1 (mod ) for ≥ 5 prime. We will also need the following theorem of Choie, Kohnen, and Ono [CKO05] .
where const(h(z)) denotes the constant term of the power series h(z).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Fix a prime ≥ 5. Let k be of the specified form. Fix a cusp form
. It suffices to show that a f ( n) ≡ 0 (mod ) for each n ≥ 1. This will follow by induction on n.
Define the function
We first show that the above function g n (z) is a holomorphic modular form by considering each of the three non-trivial possibilities for c(a, b, ) separately. Case ii) c(a, b, ) = −2. 
As (a( − 1) )) = 3, this implies that b = 14. Thus, a = 11, which yields 11( − 1) ≡ 11(10) ≡ 10 (mod 12), a contradiction. Now suppose δ(a( − 1)) ∈ {4, 6, 8}, so E −c(a,b, ) (z) ∈ {E 8 (z), E 6 (z), E 4 (z)}, respectively. Begin with δ(a( − 1)) = 4; then δ( − 1) = 4 or 10. By the valence formula, E 14−b (z)
, this implies that b = 8, 14, and so we need only check that a = 5, 6, 11, 12. Note that in each of these cases a( − 1) ≡ 4 (mod 12).
Next suppose δ(a( − 1)) = 6, so δ( − 1) = 6 or 10. It again follows by the valence formula that E 14−b (z) We can apply Theorem 2.1 to show a f ( n) ≡ 0 (mod ). Take f (z) as above and
Similarly,
Moreover,g(z) has weight c(a, b, ); hence, g n (z) has weight
where
Thus, by Theorem 2.1,
SHARON ANNE GARTHWAITE
Each possibility for g n (z) allows us to conclude that
where we use the observation that
Now consider the above function modulo , recalling E −1 (z) ≡ 1 (mod ). The constant term of
is congruent to zero modulo . Recall that E 14−b ( z) and E 4 ( z) 3(n−1) have leading coefficient 1, so by multiplying out the above expression, we find for each 0
In particular, a f ( m) ≡ 0 (mod ) for each 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1 by the inductive hypothesis, and hence a f ( n) ≡ 0 (mod ) by induction.
Remark. The above proof fails for the small primes = 2, 3; for example, E −1 (z) is not a holomorphic modular form for these primes. We can, however, modify the proof using the fact that E k (z) ≡ 1 (mod 2, 3) for k ∈ {0, 4, 6, 8, 10, 14}. It suffices to show that for each n ≥ 1 we can find a non-negative integer N such that d(k) + N = n, as we can then conclude by Theorem 2.1 that
This yields equations analogous to (2.4) and (2.5). For = 3 we have 2a + b ≤ 38, so for each n ≥ 1 we can take We are now ready to prove the main theorem of the paper, which follows as a consequence of Theorem 1.3 above and the following theorem of Ahlgren and Boylan [AB03] .
Theorem 2.2 ([AB03, Theorem 3]).
If ≥ 5 is prime and j ≥ 1 ∈ Z, then let 1 ≤ β ,j ≤ j be the unique integer for which 24β ,j ≡ 1 (mod j ). Define k ,j by
Then there exists a modular form
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We now apply Theorem 2.2 in the case where is any prime at least 5 and j = 1. In this case
Thus, we have
Multiplication by q
, and so, by Theorem 1.3, we can multiply both sides of the equation above by any Eisenstein series E m (z) for m ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 14} to find
Applying Euler's Pentagonal Number Theorem, which states
completes the proof. Equation (2.6) brings us to Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose ≥ 5 is prime. For each m ∈ {4, 6, 8, 10, 14} define the numbers A m (n) by
In particular, A m (n)q n |U ( ) ≡ 0 (mod ).
3. The primes 2 and 3
It is difficult to prove anything about the distribution of the partition function p(n) modulo 2 and 3. For these primes = 2, 3, we cannot define P (z) since δ is no longer an integer. We can, however, define the following analog for these small primes. For = 2, 3 define Note that for these small primes
(1 − q n ) −1 (mod ).
For = 2, 3 define the numbers a (n) by n≥0 a (n)q n = P * (z). In particular, a 3 (N ) ≡ 0 (mod 3) for N that do not satisfy 24N + 2 = (6m + 1) 2 + (6n + 1) 2 , where m, n ∈ Z. Note that while it is difficult to prove anything about p(n) (mod 2, 3), in sharp contrast we have that a (n) ≡ 0 (mod ) with arithmetic density one.
It follows that

